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Have You Planned Your Heart Attack? is not the next optimistic, self-help, heart disease reversal,
low carb, cure-all approach to health. Believing that prevention is better than cure, it presents a
proactive approach to cardiac disease prevention. It is the first-of-its-kind, offering a balanced
and referenced discussion of coronary risk assessment using modern technology.Taking a
picture of the coronary arteries using CT to see the health of the arteries is not new; it just isn't
being done routinely. Yet, by using these advances you can be ahead of the game about your
own cardiovascular health. Wouldn’t you want to know, rather than guess, if the single biggest
killer in the Western world was lurking inside of you?We all know friends and family members
who have suffered a heart attack, who live with angina or endure shortness of breath. A disease
has developed. This book explores how we might be able to prevent the disease, especially a
heart attack, from occurring in the first place.Treatment for risk, prior to an event, is primary
prevention – the focus of Have You Planned Your Heart Attack?.Until recent times, primary
prevention largely involved treatment of the unknown. Historically, risk assessment has been
based on a number of factors observed in a population (or number of people). This
observational data includes increasing age, being male, increased blood pressure and smoking.
Now, today’s technology also allows us to look at the health of an individual’s coronary arteries
in exquisite detail.The use of CT imaging, before the onset of a problem, is a paradigm shift in
the conventional management of heart disease.Although formalised guidelines or
recommendations do not exist for some of the issues covered in the book, a logical and
systematic approach based on the science that is available today allows us to looking more
broadly at our understanding, and application, of preventative cardiology.Image information,
combined with the information gained from the historically-used traditional risk factors, allow
specialists, general practitioners and patients to be ahead of the development of coronary artery
disease so that measures to reduce risk can be implemented. Although cardiac CT imaging has
been readily available for the past five to 10 years, it has not been broadly taken up.The hope
from this book is to begin a conversation which ultimately increases utilisation of cardiac CT
imaging, in combination with other risk factor evaluation, to improve primary prevention for
coronary artery disease. Its vision is that imaging will be incorporated into a more holistic
approach, thus improving the way we deal with the potential risk many individuals carry in regard
to coronary artery disease. As this technology becomes more familiar to the community, then its
use could be at the coalface for general practitioners who are, by virtue of their position in
providing medical care, the custodians of preventative medicine.As we are comfortable with
mammography, pap smears, measuring cholesterol levels and blood sugar levels, could we see
cardiac CT imaging as one of the tools available for widespread implementation in public policy?
For change to occur, we need conversation followed by action. The information offered
throughout this book is accompanied by an invitation to be part of that conversation. Criticism
and controversy are healthy parts of vigorous conversation, as too, are vision, passion and an



enthusiasm for possibility. If this book starts such conversation that opens doors to further
evaluation, and discussion – and along the way improves medicine and saves lives – then that is
a good start.

About the AuthorI am a cardiologist with special interest in cardiovascular disease prevention
incorporating imaging, lipids and lifestyle.I am the author of #1 International Best Seller "Have
You Planned Your Heart Attack?" with over 20,000 copies in print; the book is a discussion for
patients and doctors about how we can be most precise about cardiovascular risk and save lives!
Graduating from the University of Tasmania, School of Medicine, in 1988. I have worked in the
Northern Territory and South Australia before completing his advanced training in cardiology in
Hobart, Tasmania, becoming a Fellow of the Royal Australian College of Physicians and
Member of the Cardiac Society of Australia and New Zealand in 1997.Working predominately in
private practice.I am also a member of the Australian Atherosclerosis Society and regularly
contributes to education, guidelines and industry in this area. He has also developed a particular
interest in diabetic-related risk of coronary artery disease, specifically related to eating
guidelines and lipid profiles.I am also an accredited examiner for the Royal Australian College of
Physicians and are regularly involved with teaching medical students and junior doctors.In my
free time, Warrick enjoys travel and music with his wife, and he surfs and plays guitar with his
children.
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WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW TO UNDERSTAND AND REDUCE YOUR RISKbringing the
future into the presentThis book is for you, if you:want to reduce your risk of a heart attack;have
high cholesterol and are not sure about taking statins;suffer side-effects from statins;come from
a family with ‘bad’ hearts;just want to know what’s going on with your heart;want to know more
about cardiac CT imaging;would enjoy an informative read about the main killer of our
generation;believe prevention is better than cure, orare a doctor wanting more information about
risk or need a book you can recommend to your patients.This book is also for you, if you have a
heart.Publisher’s NoteThe author and editors of this publication have made every effort to
provide information that is accurate and complete as of the date of publication. Readers are
advised not to rely on the information provided without consulting their own medical advisers. It
is the responsibility of the reader’s treating physician or specialist, who relies on experience and
knowledge about the patient, to determine the condition of, and the best treatment for, the
reader. The information contained in this publication is provided without warranty of any kind.
The author and editors disclaim responsibility for any errors, mis-statements, typographical
errors or omissions in this publication.© 2016 Warrick Bishop MB BS FRACPThis publication is
copyright. Other than for the purposes of and subject to the conditions prescribed under the
Copyright Act, no part of it may in any form or by any means (electronic, mechanical, micro-
copying, photocopying, recording or otherwise) be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or
transmitted without prior written permission.Any information reproduced herein which has been
obtained from any other copyright owner has been reproduced with that copyright owner’s
permission but does not purport to be an accurate reproduction. Inquiries should be addressed
to the publishers.National Library of Australia Cataloguing-in-Publication entryAuthor:
Bishop, Dr WarrickTitle: Have You Planned Your Heart Attack?Subject:
Cardiac health carePublished: Dr Warrick BishopGhost written: Penelope EdmanCover
design: Doodlefish Web DesignInternal design: Cathy McAuliffe DesignIllustrations:
Cathy McAuliffe DesignPrinted: Imago AustraliaTo my parents, Chris and Marie, who
taught me persistence, quality, integrity and humility the best way possible - by
example.ContentsForewordPrefaceIntroduction: Not good enough!The argument for a re-
evaluation of our approach to primary prevention in cardiac health care managementChapter 1
Understanding your heart - Answering important questions – cholesterol, plaqueChapter 2 A
current approach - A closer look – association vs causationChapter 3 A picture paints a
thousand wordsChapter 4 The art of the good medicineA personal approach to managing the
individualrather than the populationChapter 5 Image is everythingChapter 6 Changing times,
changing terminologyChapter 7 What about my arteries? - Answering important questions –
statinsChapter 8 Evaluating and reporting riskChapter 9 Reporting a clear messageChapter 10
Holistic risk evaluation A closer look – intermediate risk Chapter 11 Particular high-risk
findingsChapter 12 Being ahead of the game - Answering important questions –
screeningChapter 13 Investigating chest painChapter 14 Managing symptoms and prognosis -
Answering important questions – strokeChapter 15 Chance findingsChapter 16 Hurdles to



changeChapter 17 At what cost?Chapter 18 Planning your own heart attack (NOT!)What has
this all been for?Chapter 19 The futureEpilogueAppendix 1 What comes before coronary artery
disease?Appendix 2 Describing the risk: the C-PLUSS approachAppendix 3 My suggested
cardiac CT user guide for Australian General PractitionersGlossaryAcknowledgementsAbout
the authorForewordIf you’re reading this, you can reasonably assume, despite my journalistic
lifestyle and my cholesterol level, that I am still alive. My cardiologist, who is the author and
publisher of this book, would not have prefaced a work on cardiac health with the thoughts of a
dead patient. So I’m still here. That’s the good news. Thanks, Doc!The bad news is, that in
Australia, heart failure is the cause of more than 30 percent of deaths every year and most of
these are due to coronary heart disease. This book confronts that stark reality in a readable,
informative and practical way.Are we, by diet and lifestyle, our own worst enemies? Or are we
hapless victims of a cruelly indifferent genetic lottery? And the harder question: in either of those
alternatives, what can we do about it?In my work as a journalist I travel to some of the most
remote parts of the world and it slowly occurred to me that Afghanistan or Antarctica would be
inconvenient spots to suffer a heart attack. As you will learn from this book, the traditional
medical evaluations of the state of the heart are often just highly educated guess work.
Cardiologists admit you can pass a stress test one week and die the next. Because I needed to
get to the heart of the matter, I wanted to know what was going on in there.Your author, and my
cardiologist, Warrick Bishop, is a lean and determined-looking man whose shaven head and
athletic fitness bring to mind Vladimir Putin, without the unhappy associations. Indeed, what
drew me to Dr Bishop was that he specialises in looking inside the working heart. Using non-
invasive imaging technology, he sees inside our coronary arteries to determine just how rusted
and encrusted the pipes have become.For you and me, Warrick Bishop’s picture is worth a
thousand words.It’s our hearts, the very lifeblood of our earthly existence, he is speaking about
in his consulting room and writing about here. In a world of conflicting expert opinion, of
contradictory scientific surveys, of fads and fancies and fierce dietary debate, Warrick Bishop is
leading us towards some diagnostic certainty. If we know what’s actually happening inside, then
we have a basis for remedial action.In my case Warrick Bishop tells me that if I lay off the carbs
and keep the cholesterol down, I should get an extra couple of years in the Eventide Home.
Maybe, eventually, I’ll see you there. In the meantime, enjoy the book.CHARLES
WOOLEYHobart-based international television journalist and authorHobart, Tasmania,
AustraliaFebruary 2016PrefaceDr Warrick Bishop, I applaud you in writing this book. You cover
an extremely important topic as one in two people will have coronary vascular disease and one
in three will die from it.The deficiencies of currently endorsed risk evaluation strategies are well
known – risk can be under-predicted by up to 57 percent in high-risk groups and over- predicted
by up to 287 percent in low-risk groups.You clearly identify the Holy Grail of coronary vascular
disease, predicting which plaques are likely to rupture, and doing everything you can to prevent
that without resorting to blanket therapy. That a patient-centric approach is needed is clear and I
share your vision that cardiac CT is the way this will be achieved. You are not a lone voice in this;



indeed, there are many who share your enthusiasm for what the technology has to
offer.Challenging time-honoured approaches will always draw criticism as there is inherent
inertia to change. Most people do today what they did yesterday which, in the terms of most
cardiologists, is consultation and functional testing.We as clinicians cannot simply continue
unthinkingly, allowing the high residual burden of risk to keep claiming our patients’ livelihoods
and lives.As with many revolutions, there will need to be a phase of evaluation and a
groundswell of support before wholesale adoption. We sit on this threshold right now and I am
confident, that within a few years, there will be publications vindicating the practice you, I and
others have advocated over the past 10 years.You have produced a very informative work that is
entertaining to read. You are to be congratulated in guiding patients and doctors alike through
the complexities of coronary artery disease. I will certainly recommend this book to patients and
colleagues.DANIEL FRIEDMANConsultant, imaging and interventional cardiologistPrince of
Wales Private and Public HospitalsSydney, New South Wales, AustraliaJune 2016Dr Daniel
Friedman has been involved in Cardiac CTA since its inception and is an acknowledged leader
in the field of Cardiac CT in Australia. He held the inaugural Chair of the ANZ International
Regional Committee of the (American) Society of Cardiovascular CT and is a founding member
of the ANZ CTCA Conjoint Committee. He is the Founder and Director of the Australian Institute
of Cardiovascular CT which runs advanced cardiac CT training programs for cardiologists,
radiologists and nuclear medicine physicians. He is the imaging editor for the peer-reviewed
Australian cardiac journal Heart, Lung and Circulation.Superior doctors prevent the
disease.Mediocre doctors treat the disease before evident.Inferior doctors treat the full-blown
disease.HAUG DEE: NAI-CHING2600BCfirst Chinese medical textIntroduction -Not good
enough!On a Saturday in May of 2005, a 52-year-old man collapsed, having had a cardiac arrest
during a fun run. I noticed the commotion as I was driving past on my way to work and stopped.
Several other runners, including a general practitioner, had already stopped to help and the
Ambulance Service was in attendance. I am pleased to report that, with everyone’s input, the
man was resuscitated, taken to hospital and received stenting to the main artery down the front
of his heart. The outcome was so good that it later made the front page of the local
newspaper.When I arrived at work on the Monday I felt fairly pleased to have been a contributor
to such a positive outcome. Before I could become too proud, however, one of my staff pointed
out that I had seen the very same gentleman two years earlier for an exercise treadmill test. The
test had been normal and I had reassured him that “everything’s okay”. This revelation shocked
me! Had I done the wrong thing by this man? Had I misinterpreted the test? Were there other
factors of which I had not been aware? As it turned out, I had done nothing wrong; the test was
appropriately reported and he was given reassurance consistent with his risk assessment at that
time. In fact, I had suggested he start low-dose aspirin because of his history of mildly elevated
blood pressure, for which he was on treatment.Not good enough!My original assessment in
2003 had limitations. This book is about how, with today’s technology, we can do better –
potentially much better. It is about improved dealing with risk through investigation and



management. I do not wish, ever, to be in a situation again when I reassure a patient and then
find that person has suffered a heart attack, let alone be involved in that person’s resuscitation!
That man’s collapse was over 10 years ago and technology has changed so that we can deal
with these situations in a different way.According to the Heart Foundation, about 55,000
Australians suffer a heart attack each year. This equates to one heart attack every 10
minutes.‘Heart attack’ is a layman’s term referring to a narrowing or blockage of the coronary
arteries that can kill, or requires some form of medical intervention such as medication, time in a
hospital, balloons or stents, or coronary artery bypass grafting.As a cardiologist, I have not yet
met a patient who expected to have a problem; patients do not put into their diaries “possible
problem with my heart next week”. Yet, what if we could be forewarned about, or prepared for, a
potential problem with our coronary arteries?What if we were able to put in place preventative
measures that may avert a problem? What if we were able to take away the surprise of a heart
attack occurring ‘out of the blue’ and replace possible fear with prepared understanding?What if
we could PLAN NOT to have a heart attack?Primary prevention …PETER was a 35-year-old
male with high cholesterol who had tried cholesterol-lowering tablets but had suffered aches and
pains. He really didn’t want to be on medication unless it was clearly indicated. At our first
meeting, he was fit and well, and was not on any regular medication. There was no history of
premature coronary artery disease in his family although both his parents had had elevated
cholesterol. His lipid profile was:These levels of cholesterol are high and concerning. The
Australian absolute cardiovascular disease risk calculator estimated Peter’s risk at greater than
15 percent chance of an event in the next five years or over 30 percent in 10 years. This was a
very high risk.We spoke at some length about the role of scanning his heart to provide more
information about the state of his arteries, in a bid to determine in more detail what his risk might
be. I explained that he was younger than usual for such scanning. I also explained the risk of x-
ray exposure and of possible contrast reactions.Peter was keen to undergo scanning so that he
could be as well informed as possible and so make the best decisions for his care. He was
married with three children and he didn’t want to leave his heart health to chance. Above are the
images we obtained.The calcium score was three and this would generally suggest a low risk of
an event over the next 5 to 10 years. However, as can be seen from the images above, there is a
significant amount of non-calcific plaque which carries a high risk of an event over the next 5 to
10 years if left unattended.*I will explain plaque and other terminology soon.This information was
what Peter needed to know to be clear about his health management. I indicated that he would
benefit from treatment. The pictures were explicit and gone were his doubts about the benefits of
taking medication.He is now on aspirin and two cholesterol-lowering medications, and has also
embraced significant lifestyle changes. The result is a major turn-around in the management of
his cardiovascular risk. He is happy with the outcome and is positive about being informed and
proactive.This is primary preventative cardiology – or much earlier intervention than traditionally
undertaken – and is the fundamental focus of this book.Treatment …Historically, the detection
and the treatment of coronary artery disease have been related to either the presence of



symptoms or the occurrence of an event, such as a heart attack. Once a patient has been
diagnosed as having coronary heart disease, the way forward is very clear: re-establish or
improve the blood flow and put in place secondary prevention strategies to reduce the risk of a
recurrence. Methods used to reduce recurrence include use of medication, reducing cholesterol
levels and lifestyle modifications.The situation is not as clear-cut, however, when it involves
patients who have not had a problem. They do not display any symptoms nor have they been
defined as having a problem. Yet, they might be at high risk because of indicators such as
cholesterol levels or high blood pressure or diabetes or even smoking.The treatment for that risk,
prior to an event, is primary prevention – and this is where our interest lies. The difficulty with
primary prevention is that it involves treatment of the unknown.Although important in its own
right, secondary prevention of coronary artery disease, that treatment which happens after
diagnosis, will not receive much attention in this book. The data around secondary prevention is
very clear and I do not believe there is any need for an alternative interpretation. Its significance
for me wearing my ‘preventative cardiology’ hat is, however, that secondary prevention is late, in
fact potentially too late, in the process.Let’s avoid the first event …My objective in this book is to
explore how to avoid the first event. When coronary artery disease is diagnosed at the time of
the event, the time the patient has chest pain or shortness of breath or a major adverse coronary
event, the patient has already developed a ‘disease’. For me, to prevent chest pain or heart
attack in the first place, to prevent the development of ‘disease’, is the Holy Grail of preventative
cardiology.Current primary prevention practice is based on risk assessments. I believe this has
scope for re-evaluation.The way we evaluate and calculate risk in individuals is based on
observational data. This means that, over the years, databases have been compiled of features
and factors found in individuals who have had coronary artery disease. The occurrence of those
features and factors then lends weight to their being used as predictors for people before they
have an event. Observational data collected from a large number of patients who have had heart
attacks indicate that factors such as:increasing age;being male;cholesterol levels;increased
blood pressure;diabetic status, andsmokingall feature as associations of having a possible a
coronary event. The important thing is that these associations are not necessarily what has
caused the problem. This means that there can be people who are high-risk based on such
factors, yet they will not have an event.Understanding that our risk evaluation is based on
associations and not causations is central to the following discussion.Another significant factor
is that today’s CT imaging of the heart offers us an ability to evaluate the health of an individual’s
arteries before the onset of a problem. This is a paradigm shift in the conventional management
of coronary artery disease. Yet, although cardiac CT imaging has been generally available for
the past five to 10 years, it has not yet been broadly taken up.An exploration of the exciting
opportunities that cardiac imaging offers is also crucial to this book.Although formalised
guidelines or recommendations do not exist for some of the issues I will cover, I plan to use a
logical and systematic approach, based on science that is available today, to discuss the case
for a much broader understanding and application of preventative cardiology. Based on this



information, I extend a two-fold invitation:● to patients, to engage their doctors in a meaningful
discussion about their heart health and well-being, and● to doctors, to look into these issues
with an open mind, with the best patient outcome as a priority.It is a win-win situation for
everyone.page 15 credit: The Mercury (News Ltd), Tuesday 17 May 2005, page 1; used with
permissionChapter 1 -Understanding your heart> the heart structure and its vulnerability>
symptoms and heart attackNo-one needs to be convinced about the importance of the heart for
a healthy, well-functioning body. We all know that the heart is one of the critical organs
necessary to sustain life.The heart is a large muscle that pumps blood through our bodies to
supply nutrients and oxygen, and also to remove waste such as carbon dioxide. It can be likened
to a car engine, with compression chambers and valves, an electrical system and a set of fuel
lines. Critical to the heart’s operation are three major arteries, the coronary arteries. These are
the fuel lines which carry blood to the heart muscle so that it can contract rhythmically, pumping
blood to the body, 35 million times every year. As in a car engine, these lines can become
blocked. This is the problem which concerns us.CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE involves heart
and blood vessel diseases and includes stroke.It affects one in six Australians, or 3.7 million
people, and kills one Australian every 12 minutes.Cardiovascular disease is often the main
cause of hospitalisations in a given year.We all know people who have had heart problems and it
is very likely that someone close to us, either family or friend, has suffered a heart attack or died
after one. Although ‘heart attack’ is not a medical term, it is commonly used to refer to a major
heart-related event that can end life or put the person in hospital. Such an event is most
commonly associated with a full, or near-complete, occlusion, or blockage, of a coronary artery
(one of the ‘fuel lines’) and the subsequent consequences.Dealing with such events has
focussed on the two-fold treatment of the consequences: firstly, understanding where the
problem is so that improved blood flow can be re-established and secondly, trying to prevent
recurrences. The way forward is clear: improve the blood flow and put in place preventative
strategies to reduce the risk of any repeat events 1-3.However, I believe there is another step
which is often overlooked because the scientific evidence to support it is not as strong as for the
above-mentioned best attempts to prevent the second heart attack. The issue around attempting
to prevent problems before they manifest themselves with serious or fatal consequences is that
the supporting data around the early detection of potential trouble is often anecdotal and not
well supported by evidence-based trials and literature 4-7. When trying to stave off repeat
events, there are few such issues. A major cardiac event, an obvious problem, has occurred.It is
my contention that treatment can be instigated before clear indicators of a cardiac event are so
obvious.Typically, individual risk is evaluated using associations demonstrated in population
studies. Yet, this presents inherent problems as the risk may be low for the population but it is
100 percent for the individual who has the event!Symptoms that point to potential problems in
the coronary artery system are:angina, or chest pain on exertion;shortness of breath on exertion,
andacute coronary syndrome, manifested by chest pain at rest, leading to damage or death of
part of the heart.These are caused by:the build-up of plaque in the artery whichleads to a



narrowing of the vessel through which the blood is being pumped.Plaque, the build-up of
cholesterol, scavenger cells, scar tissue and calcium in the wall of the artery which is generally
very localised, can be linked to a variety of associations, including:• age;• sex;• smoking;•
cholesterol level;• high blood pressure, and/or• diabeteswhich can combine to influence the
development of coronary artery disease.This early, or primary, prevention which I am advocating
attempts to prevent the development of coronary disease in a patient who has not suffered an
event but indicators suggest could be at risk.Before discussing more precise evaluation for
primary prevention, we need to look at some basics.Groundwork: the heartLet’s return to the
analogy of our car engine.As a car engine has an electrical system for timing, so does the heart.
The electrical system in the heart ensures synchronicity and coordinated contraction throughout
the heart. It also allows a mechanism for acceleration and deceleration.A car has pistons and
valves. This is the engine block, the part that generates the power. So, within the heart, the
pistons are the compression chambers, the main one being the ventricle, and the valves which
stop the blood flowing back from where it came.The car engine also requires a fuel line to supply
the engine block. In the human heart, the fuel lines are the coronary arteries that literally provide
the life blood to the engine block, the muscle that is the heart.The heart is a four-chambered
structure.There are two chambers on the right-hand side and two chambers on the left-hand
side. On each side of the heart there is a pre-pumping chamber, the atrium, and a main pumping
chamber, the ventricle. There is a right-sided and a left-sided ventricle. The muscle of the heart
is called the myocardium (myo meaning muscle and cardium, being of the heart).Blood drains
from the body through the veins, collecting into two major veins called the superior vena cava
(SVC) and the inferior vena cava (IVC) which drain into the right side of the heart. This blood
arrives in the right atrium and is given a gentle pump through a one-way valve into the ventricle
which then pumps the blood through another one-way valve into the lungs. Within the lungs, gas
exchange occurs: oxygen is absorbed from the air we breathe in and carbon dioxide is released
through the breath we exhale.The blood then flows from the lungs to the left atrium. The left
atrium gives a gentle pump and the blood passes through the mitral valve, a one-way valve, into
the left ventricle which then contracts, squeezing blood through the aortic valve into the main
artery of the body, the aorta, as it begins its journey around the body. The contraction of the left
ventricle makes the blood flow through the arteries that we can feel pulsating under the skin.The
coronary arteries arise from the aorta as it comes from the left ventricle. They are the first
branches in the circulation.It is useful to think of the arteries as the fuel lines supplying the
cylinders of the car, transporting blood to different territories (pistons) of the heart muscle. This
system consists of the right coronary artery and left main coronary artery. Within one centimetre,
the left coronary artery divides into two main arteries: the left anterior descending artery which
provides blood to the anterior surface of the heart, that is the surface nearest the chest wall, and
the circumflex artery which supplies blood to the back of the heart or the surface of the heart
nearest the spine. The right coronary artery supplies the inferior surface of the heart or the
surface that is nearest the diaphragm.The terms ‘right dominant’ or ‘left dominant’ can be used



in reference to the origin of the artery that supplies blood to the bulk of the inferior surface of the
heart. This is generally from the right coronary artery but sometimes the right coronary is smaller
and the circumflex is ‘dominant’, or bigger, supplying the majority of the inferior surface of the
heart. This is called ‘left dominant’. This becomes important in terms of the amount of the heart
that may be affected by a blockage of the artery, the dominant artery providing blood to a larger
territory.The left anterior descending artery supplies blood to the anterior wall of the heart
(nearest the chest wall). Most often, the left anterior descending artery is the largest and most
important of the three main coronary arteries. It can be 12cm to 14cm long, while only two to five
millimetres in diameter. This is little thicker than a pen refill, yet its blockage can be disastrous. A
dominant right coronary artery can be approximately the same size and a non-dominant
circumflex can be six to eight centimetres long and 1.5 to three millimetres in diameter.The
major arteries comprise fewer than 35cm in total length and fewer than five millimetres in
diameter at their largest. A single build-up of plaque leading to a blockage may only be one
centimetre in length. This is not a system with a lot of redundancy, making it very
vulnerable.Groundwork: the bloodIt is important to be aware of the contents of the blood.The
blood contains red cells which are carriers of haemoglobin, the oxygen-carrying substance
which transports oxygen to the body’s tissues. It is critical for the metabolism of the heart, or the
normal working of the heart muscle, to receive a good supply of oxygen.The heart pumps three
to four litres of blood every minute.The other important components of the blood are the
platelets. These small particles are central in forming clots or thrombi when damage is detected
within the vascular system. Platelets stop the bleeding, for example, when we cut ourselves.The
blood also carries nutrients and fats such as cholesterol.Coronary artery diseaseHistorically, it
has not been possible to medically evaluate the coronary arteries in a well person. So, the first
time that a problem with the arteries can be suspected is when symptoms (angina, shortness of
breath or an acute coronary syndrome) present.Angina is the term given to discomfort in the
chest when pain is experienced in association with exertion. The term has its root meaning in a
sense of strangulation.Shortness of breath on exertion can indicate a lack of blood flowing to the
heart. Under these circumstances the heart cannot work properly, pressures within the pumping
chamber begin to rise with back pressure to the lungs and, consequently, the person
experiences shortness of breath.An acute coronary syndrome is the sudden development of a
complete, or near complete, occlusion, or blockage, of a coronary artery. A lessened blood flow
to a region of heart muscle results in damage. A complete blockage causes the death of that
area of the heart muscle. This is called a myocardial infarction (myo, muscle, cardiam, heart;
infarction, death by lack of blood flow). A near complete blockage, or ‘unstable angina’, puts
strain on the heart and can be a forerunner to a complete blockage, or heart attack.The medical
term for ‘heart attack’, a full blockage or near-complete blockage of a coronary artery and its
consequences, is Major Adverse Coronary Event or MACE. (Heart attack is used in this book in
the context of a major adverse coronary event and the terms will be used
interchangeably.)Another important term in this discussion is plaque. This is the build-up of



cholesterol, scavenger cells, scar tissue and calcium in the wall of the artery. The medical
terminology for the build-up of these materials is atherosclerotic plaque. For simplicity, we will
call this ‘plaque’ and at times simplify the process to a ‘build-up of cholesterol in the arteries’.
Plaque is localised. It occurs where wear and tear of the artery have led it to develop. (Due to the
importance of plaque in our discussions, a more detailed description of how plaque forms can
be found at the end of this chapter.)The term coronary artery disease describes the process of
atherosclerosis or plaque build-up in the arteries that leads to impaired blood flow which causes
symptoms or loss of function.CORONARY HEART DISEASE or heart disease affects around
1.4 million Australians and is the single leading cause of death in this country.It kills 54
Australians each day, or one Australian every 27 minutes.We know from observation that
coronary artery disease is a patchy process. Autopsies on patients who have died from coronary
artery disease have shown that generally a focal, localised area or lesion, or plaque has led to
the life-ending event. Within the same artery, there can be areas that may not be diseased to the
same extent, or even at all.This is particularly significant when we consider sudden cardiac
death. Most people can deal conceptually with the idea of some shortness of breath or chest
pain on exertion. My own grandfather, for example, for a number of years had angina when he
walked too far up the street or rushed while undertaking his daily activities. The real issue that
concerns most of us is sudden cardiac death.Autopsies after sudden cardiac death from
coronary artery disease show that about 60 percent of the culprit lesions or plaques have been
flow-limiting, or tight, prior to the event that led to death and, hence, likely to have given a clue by
way of a symptom such as chest pain or shortness of breath.Could I please emphasise to the
reader that these symptoms need to be taken seriously.PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE seek
immediate medical attention should you be affected by chest pain or unexplained shortness of
breath.This leaves about 40 percent that has been non-flow-limiting before the event. In this
situation, the person has no warning at all and so no chance to seek help before the event. This
is the group in which death strikes suddenly and without warning, often in a seemingly fit and
healthy person. This is critical to our understanding of how we might be able to prevent death
from coronary artery disease.If we were to cut through the plaque (either the flow-limiting or non-
flow-limiting) we would see similar components:the wall of the artery;the lumen (or inside space)
of the artery;the cholesterol plaque which has built up and is beginning to intrude into the artery,
anda fibrous cap that separates the plaque from the blood.The blood contains many different
components. Importantly, there are platelets, those small particles responsible for the formation
of a clot when any abnormality is detected in the inside lining of the artery. In an unstable plaque,
rupture of the fibrous cap covering the build-up of cholesterol can occur. The blood comes into
contact with the content of the plaque. The platelets, having rapidly detected the change, start to
clump together to form a clot which may progress to a complete blockage of the artery.This is so
concerning because a non- flow-limiting plaque will give absolutely no symptoms, no clues, no
warning. Even a microscopic tear in the fibrous cap of a plaque can lead to the formation of a
clot, which can then rapidly block off that artery and be life-ending.Ten to 15 percent of people



who suffer a heart attack die8,9, and many will have no prior warning.Detection and treatment of
coronary artery disease, historically, has been related to the presence of symptoms or the
occurrence of a major coronary event.Plaque is related to the build-up of cholesterol and other
matter within the arteries. This build-up can be patchy, tending to occur where there are points of
stress, weakness and/or vulnerability in the artery.Plaque can be flow-limiting (which generally,
though not always, produces symptoms) or non-flow-limiting (which will cause no symptoms).
However, in either case, unstable plaque can rupture and a clot, which can block the artery, can
form very quickly. When a seemly fit and healthy person drops dead, during exercise, for
example, it is often the case that the person had an unstable non-flow- limiting plaque rupture
(and therefore, no symptoms before the life-ending event).[1] Abed MA, Khalil AA, Moser DK.
Awareness of modifiable acute myocardial infarction risk factors has little impact on risk
perception for heart attack among vulnerable patients. Heart Lung 2015;44:183-8.[2] Hoevenaar-
Blom MP, Spijkerman AM, Boshuizen HC, Boer JM, Kromhout D, Verschuren WM. Effect of
using repeated measurements of a Mediterranean style diet on the strength of the association
with cardiovascular disease during 12 years: the Doetinchem Cohort Study. Eur J Nutr
2014;53:1209-15.[3] Lanas F, Avezum A, Bautista LE, et al. Risk factors for acute myocardial
infarction in Latin America: the INTERHEART Latin American study. Circulation
2007;115:1067-74.[4] Celermajer DS, Chow CK, Marijon E, Anstey NM, Woo KS.
Cardiovascular disease in the developing world: prevalences, patterns, and the potential of early
disease detection. J Am Coll Cardiol 2012;60:1207-16.[5] Scandinavian Simvastatin Survival
Study G. Randomised trial of cholesterol lowering in 4444 patients with coronary heart disease:
the Scandinavian Simvastatin Survival Study (4S). The Lancet 1994;344:1383-89.[6] Ford I,
Murray H, Packard CJ, Shepherd J, Macfarlane PW, Cobbe SM. Long-Term Follow-up of the
West of Scotland Coronary Prevention Study. New England Journal of Medicine
2007;357:1477-86.[7] Sutton L, Karan A, Mahal A. Evidence for cost-effectiveness of lifestyle
primary preventions for cardiovascular disease in the Asia-Pacific Region: a systematic review.
Globalization and Health 2014;10:1-19.[8] Libby P, Ridker PM, Hansson GK. Progress and
challenges in translating the biology of atherosclerosis. Nature 2011;473:317-25.[9] Aso S,
Imamura H, Sekiguchi Y, et al. Incidence and mortality of acute myocardial infarction. A
population-based study including patients with out-of-hospital cardiac arrest. Int Heart J
2011;52:197-202.> what is cholesterol?> how does plaque develop?Throughout this book there
are many references to plaque formation in the arteries and the build-up of cholesterol
associated with plaque. It is important for you to have some understanding of what cholesterol is
and the process of how plaque develops, as this will be useful in later discussions.What is
cholesterol?Cholesterol is an organic (found in living systems) molecule. The word cholesterol
has its origins in Greek: chole (bile) and stereos (solid) followed by the chemical suffix -ol for an
alcohol.Cholesterol is a waxy, fat-like substance. It makes up part of the cell membrane in all
animals. It is also an important component of the material that wraps around nerve cells, acting a
little like an electrical insulator. So, it is important and there is a lot of it around.Cholesterol is also



used to make a number of hormones: the hormones of the adrenal gland, which include the
mineralocorticoids and the glucocorticoids. The mineralocorticoids help in the control of fluid
balance and electrolytes in the body. The glucocorticoids are involved in the immune response.
Cholesterol is also the basic building block for the sex hormones, progesterone, estrogen and
testosterone, and their derivatives.Cholesterol is also a precursor to the synthesis, or the
making, of vitamin D.All cells in the body are able to make cholesterol. However, we also
consume foods that contain cholesterol. Of the ingested cholesterol, about 50 percent is
absorbed into the body. There is variability in the cholesterol levels in the blood stream and this
is generally genetically set such that even significant dietary efforts to alter cholesterol levels will
rarely achieve greater than 15 percent changes in the measured blood cholesterol levels – a
source of great frustration to many a patient!Cholesterol is carried through the body by special
proteins. There is a fair amount of complexity to this. However, in the simplest terms, there is a
protein carrier that tends to take cholesterol from the liver and out to the tissues. This is called
low density lipoprotein and is referred to as the ‘bad’ cholesterol. The protein that tends to carry
cholesterol back to the liver is called high density lipoprotein and is denoted as the ‘good’
cholesterol.The suggestion is that there is a balance: bad cholesterol puts cholesterol in the
arteries and good cholesterol takes it away. Hence, the ratio of ‘bad’ cholesterol to ‘good’
cholesterol has historically been a mainstay of assessing the likelihood of a build-up of
cholesterol in the arteries.How does plaque develop?PARTS OF THE ARTERY When we are
born we have brand new healthy plaque-free arteries. The arteries are made up of three main
layers: the inner layer, the middle layer and the outer layer.
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John T, “Learn why you should use progressive risk based screening BEFORE you have a heart
attack. Don't leave it too long to read this book - or it might be too late!It's too easy to make
medical topics too hard but Warwick's great book doesn't do that. It takes the reader on a
journey that helps the layman and professional alike put the whole coronary artery story into an
understandable context. What results is empowering to the layman and a gentle
encouragement to the profession to move on from traditional entrenched practice.Why is it that
the Profession seems so reluctant to shift to sensible selective screening for coronary artery
disease? Why is there an insistence on waiting for symptoms to justify a coronary angiogram
when an earlier CT calcium score or CT angiogram could elucidate the risks?Warwick's book
uses evidence and anecdotes from his years of experience to shine a light on this area of huge
medical interest. Warwick recognises that population-wide statistics have revealed the
importance of broad factors across the population. But they don't go far enough to evaluate an
individual's risk of a cardiac event. For instance low cholesterol, good diet and regular exercise
might mean an individual is at less risk of coronary artery disease than others in the population,
but the individual wants more than that. As an individual I want to know the risk that I will have a
cardiac event.Here is a knowledgeable, candid, unbiased plea that advocates an evidence-
based progression for investigations. Here is a proactive pathway to follow BEFORE you have a
heart attack. Worth a read. Hopefully it will contribute to a change in practice amongst
cardiologists.  Or do we need to change the incentive scheme first?”

Patrizia Hild, “Save Your Life with a painless test. Anyone interested in longevity and that's all of
us, you need to read this book. No matter if your fit and healthy or obese, heart health does not
discriminate. Do you think you are infallible ? Well think again. If you follow Dr. Warrick Bishop
recommendations you will thank him from the bottom of your heart. If you selected your own
parents prior to inception and have no genetic heart disease in your family well then
congratulations. For the rest of us, that's everyone, you should read this book as a priority
especially if you are approaching 40 years of age and have the genes. It is never too late for all of
us, genetics or not, to have it done at least once in your life. It might save your life.”

Melmjr, “Good read. Great to see evidence based approach to managing cardiac health as
opposed to the more typical one size fit all “have some statins””

frequent buyer, “This book should be in every general practitioner’s personal library…and
waiting room!. “HAVE YOU PLANNED YOUR HEART ATTACK?” by Dr. Warrick BishopPlanning
Your Heart Attack? An intriguing title! While sitting in Warrick’s waiting room for my husband’s
cardiac appointment, I spotted the book. A few minutes spent leafing through it convinced me to
purchase a copy on the spot! This book is a fascinating, well presented, thoroughly researched
treatise in lay terminology, of the preventability of coronary heart disease, utilising proven,



painless, affordable testing…a proactive solution to today’s escalating rate of cardiac pathology,
particularly in the ‘young and fit’. Warrick, a highly qualified, much published author, employs
humour and colourful graphics to illustrate the effectiveness of his theory in a most engaging
way. Considering our severely overloaded health system, large scale implementation of his
philosophy might not only benefit those at risk, but could mitigate problems such as ambulance
ramping, lack of beds and overworked staff. This book should be in every general practitioner’s
personal library…and waiting room!Penny Morton”

Glenn, “Excellent evaluation process to avoid harmful medicines and know your real risk. Dr.
Bishop exploits the Calcium Score scanning to make sure all patients get the safest and most
appropriate treatment for their unique characteristics. This book has been a tremendous help to
me in negotiating the best course of action for my wife and I. The doctors are hell bent on
sticking to the age old guidelines from the institutions. Having this information allowed me to
make sound medically valid arguments, and get the tests we really need.”

Dave, “Informative and thought provoking, a conversation in health that must be had.. Having a
back ground in health care I found this book to be informative and interesting.Maintaining the
health of people and the provision of health care in order to best achieve this goal is a complex
and fascinating subject, one that requires insight, understanding, examination and reflection. In
his book Dr Bishop examines his sphere of expertise and poses the question are we doing the
best we can to keep people as healthy as we can? Along the way he challenges the status quo
and proposes that conversations must be had in order to make sure we are making health care
the best it can be. By having common sense discussions and making best health outcomes the
a number one priority, Dr Bishop proposes that perhaps we can do better, a message in my
books that is always worth consideration. Well done.”

John Nemarich, “I would have loved to have read this book much earlier in life .... Having
recently experienced a heart related event, I came upon Warrick's book after the event. I would
have loved to have read this book much earlier in life and thereby avoided the whole distressing
episode. If you have any interest in heart health then this a must read and is couched in very
understandable everyday terms.”

GILLIAN B., “High Cholesterol - what we need to know. I'm no medic but this book gave me the
information I had been looking for. High cholesterol doesn't automatically mean statins for life -
there are alternatives to be explored. Containing enough medical information for those who
want that level, the book was easy enough to follow for those of us who aren't so bothered! Dr
Warrick Bishop clearly has a passion for getting heart scans accepted into mainstream medicine
and reading this book you can see why. As the subtitle of the book says, ' this book may save
your life'.  Well worth a read before your first heart attack!”



philosopher-phil, “Very important information!. I found this book thought very provoking. It
presents how the one of the most important indicators of poor Heart Health is overlooked by
most health professionals. It is a must if you would like to understand how to discover your own
level of heart attack risk.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Well worth reading. Glad I bought this book. It contains a lot of useful
information for the layman supported by case studies. Dr. Bishop’s message is all about
stopping people from having cardio problems in the first place. It reminded me of the old maxim “
an ounce of prevention is better than a ton of cure”.”

John Champion, “All worth while. All good”

Gary J, “Must have. Very informative”

The book by Warrick Bishop has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 22 people have provided feedback.
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